Future of Information Security

Panel Chair: G. Mark Hardy, Managing Director, Guardent, Inc.

Panelists

Jeff Moss, President, DEF CON Communications
Winn Schwartau, President, Interpact Associates
Peter Shipley, Chief Security Architect, KPMG Peat Marwick LLC
Ira Winkler, President, Information Security Advisors Group

Session Abstract

Back by popular demand, this was one of last year’s most popular panels. Here’s a great opportunity to meet with five of the most experienced security experts in the industry today. Jeff Moss is the founder of Black Hat, and DEFCON, the world’s largest hacker conference. Winn Schwartau is a well-known author of many books, including Information Warfare and Cybershock, and runs the infowar.com portal. Peter Shipley is an internationally recognized security expert in firewalls and UNIX internals, with over 15 years experience. Ira Winkler is the author of _Corporate Espionage_ and _Through the Eyes of the Enemy_, and appears frequently in the news media as a featured security expert. G. Mark Hardy has helped build the marketing vision for three leading information security companies, and has worked as an information security professional since 1976. These experts will discuss their vision of the future of information security, what roles corporate, hacker, technical, and penetration experts will play, and offer recommendations on how you can benefit from this insight.”

Background of audience:

This is a broad interest session. This will be a lively and probably controversial discussion that would interest most anyone charged with information security responsibilities.